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where H 0 = H 0 (£) (so that the zero-order problem is exactly soluble).
we can induce C. T. s of t·he type TG, to remove the _g-dependent part of H, to successively higher orders in the perturbation parameter t:, as follows. We write 
The extension of this process to arbitrary order in E should be clear.
In the event that H = H(~,t), we reduce the problem to the situation already treated by extending our phase space to have one additional degree of freedom, with new coordinate t, conjugate momentum E, and Hamiltonian (11) .
The system develops in a new time variable 8 (so f-df/d8). The equations of motion are then
.
()H/'dp' £ -'dH/Clg, constant, E constant,
where v -oH/ o~ ~/m. We thus have H 1 0, and so Eq. (5) reads
From Eq. (8) We now see at a calculational level how to obtain this result using
Lie methods, as well as how to proceed in other problems. The interested reader is referred to the bibliography for a fuller development of the 1 2 mathematical theory, ' as well as for applications to problems in plasma physics, such as magnetic field self-generation 3 , expressions for the
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